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TN Rep. Rick Womick to

HITLER SURVIVOR WARNS

Pause Common Core???

US - A MUST WATCH

Someone needs to call Rep.

If you think America is not

Womick and ask him how
he proposes to to pause

well on its way to being a
Socialist/Communist

standards that are now fully
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"STUDENTS FIRST" GETS THE BUNKUM

country you have not been

implemented. Maybe this
would have worked 1-2

AWARD
In last weeks Newsletter I included a copy

paying attention.
Everything this womans

years ago. Pause the

of SF Report Card. My comment was to the

talks about has or is

testing? Again, Rep.
Womick what is the point.

affect of "who the heck does SF think they
are evaluating our education system?"

happening in America
today. Regionalism

This is another

Well apparently, but not surprising, it

(Comprehensive growth

appeasement bill folks.
Remember Rep. Womick
took on the Smart Meter bill

appears as if their "research" is geared
toward making their agenda efforts the
main drivers of the grades. So if you are

plans), the destruction of
elected representation
(Charter Schools,
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last session then

playing ball you get a good grade. We need

appointed state and county

proceeded to cave to the

a Governor that is going to kick these

school board officials).

special interest utility gang
and threw us under the bus.

special interest groups to the curb. Here is
the report from NEPC and the Report Card

PLEASE watch and
PLEASE get engaged. Get

ARTICLE

from SF incase you didn't see it last week.

others engaged. If we don't

TEACHERS FACE
RETALIATION FOR
CRITICIZING COMMON
CORE
ARTICLE

NEPC BUNKUM REPORT

know history, history WILL

SF REPORT CARD

(IS) repeat itself. Even
worse if we don't learn from

MEET DR. TERRENCE MOORE OF

the mistakes of the past we

HILLSDALE COLLEGE
I highly recommend his book. if you want a

are bound to repeat them.
YOU TUBE

good grasp on the impact of the ELA
Standards this book will paint a crystal
clear picture for you.
ARTICLE/VIDEO
Dr. Moore explains how Common Core
steals the soul of our children
ARTICLE/INTERVIEW
Another short interview with Dr. Moore.
ARTICLE/INTERVIEW
ANOTHER CRAZY MATH

PEARSON HAS GOT TO

WORKSHEET

GO!!!

Please take notice to the
top of this worksheet. It

We will never end the evil in
education until we kick

clearly says COMMON

Pearson out of the

CORE CURRICULUM. Have

country. Creating a new

we not been told time and
time again that Common

text book committee
(SB1602 Sen. Bell) is NOT

Core is JUST standards and

the answer to our text book

NOT Curriculum. Are
figuring it out yet? Our

issues and many other
issues that plague

legislators do not know

education. It is PEARSON

how to tell the truth. We
need to find this exact
worksheet being used in TN
schools. If we can find it
we can prove 1. we are
implementing national
curriculum 2. common core
is more than "just
standards"
EXAMPLE
A RARE OPPORTUNITY- A
MUST WATCH
Charlotte Iserbyt rarely
travels and rarely speaks
these days but she recently
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PARCC TRIAL TESTING LOCATIONS
Attached please find the list of schools that
will participate in the PARCC Field Testing
Trials. Not every child in every school will
be included in the trial testing. Students
selected will participate in either Math or
ELA tests. The tests will take between 1-3
hours. We are recommending that you OPT
OUT of the PARCC testing if your school is
on the list. I have attached the list of
schools and a sample letter you can use.
The key is to ensure your Principal
received the letter, acknowledges receipt
and positively acknowledges their
approval. These tests are NOT mandatory
and you have the right to OPT OUT. You

and companies like
PEARSON (ie: Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation,
Eil & Edyth Broad
Foundation, Walton Family
Foundation) that are the
problems. Tell your state
Rep. and Senator we do not
want another committee
that will do about as much
as the previous committee
(nothing) we want
PEARSON OUT OF
TENNESSEE!!!
In this article is a link to a
list of Pearson holdings. I
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attended a 3 day education

can send your letter registered, return

recommend you print and

seminar in NY. SEND TO

receipt and after you get the receipt back

save.

YOUR REP. & SENATOR
YOU TUBE

follow up with an email to ensure they will
comply with your request, you can use

MOMMA BEARS ARTICLE
Just in case this article isn't

email to send the letter (using READ

enough to stop your heart

TN BUSINESSES FUNDING

RECEIPT option) and be sure to get an

this will surely curl your

RADIO ADS IN SUPPORT
OF COMMON CORE

email back from the Principal ensuring they
will comply with your request, you can

hair
BRADLEY COUNTY NEWS

As you know TNACC is

take two copies of the letter to the Principal

trying to raise money to put
our ad on the radio but so

and ask them to sign and acknowledge
your copy and take that home with you

A MUST MUST READ AND
SHARE

far the response has been

leaving the original with the Principal.

Send this article to your

dismal. They beat us to the
punch.

TN OPT OUT OF PARCC TRIAL LETTER
LIST OF SCHOOLS

state Rep and Senator. It is
time they woke up to the

ARTICLE/AUDIO

For more information on OPTING OUT of

truth. It is time you woke

Testing and Surveys

up to the truth. Be sure to

WHY IS THE PRESIDENT
COMING TO NASHVILLE?

Here is the National group
UNITED OPT OUT

watch the vidoe on the left
column from Charlotte

Might want to ask Mayor

Here is a link for the TN Chapter

Iserbiyt. She discusses

Dean
ARTICLE

TN CHAPTER OF UNITED OPT OUT
The TN Chapter has a FB page too

this document. I have sent
this out before but I am

STOP TN TESTING MADNESS FB

sure many never read it.
ANITA HOGE ARTICLE

THE DELIBERATE DUMBING DOWN OF AMERICA
The original 700 page book is available as a free download. http://deliberatedumbingdown.com/
You can buy the updated abridged version on Amazon. We need to pay attention to the history
of education that brought us to this point. Charlotte Iserbyt also just put out an 8 disk DVD
called: EXPOSING THE GLOBAL ROAD TO RUIN THROUGH EDUCATION (Kelleigh Nelson and I
from TN were part of Conference 2) which can be purchased for $39.95 on Amazon or from the
dUMBIONG DOWN website link above. I highly recommend that people start learning education
history. When you understand the agenda Common Core is even more frightening than one
would imagine. This is truly the end game for education if we don't stop it. Here is a caption
from Page 216 of DDD. Charlotte Iserbyt was the Chief Education Policy Advisor to Ronald
Reagan.
The quote is taken from page 216 in my book, 3D.
Sticht WHO WORKED WITH SPADY ON MASTERY LEARNING IN D.C. The Washington Post in 1987
quoted Sticht as follows:
"Many companies have moved operations to places with cheap, relatively poorly educated labor. What
may be crucial, they say, is the dependability of a labor force and how well it can be managed and
trained, not its general educational level, although a small cadre of highly educated creative people is
essential to innovation and growth. Ending discrimination and changing values are probably more
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important than reading in moving low income families into the middle class."
You might want to do some research on the Governors Schools that Gov. Bill Clinton set up in
Arkansas. Very interesting but very revealing (especially the interviews with some of the
students that attended). In my opinion next to FDR Clinton did more to destroy this country than
any other President. He set the table for Obama. I have a document that is just over 100 pages if
interested send me an email and I will send to you. It is the Chronology of Education by Dr.
Cuddy. You can probably google it and get a copy too.

Please share this link with your friends so they too can get our newsletter: http://weebly.us4.listmanage2.com/subscribe?u=cd7c62a3844b03a156d2bc105&id=c022c7bec3
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